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DESCRIPTION
This BoF invites research software engineers, infrastructure experts and e-researchers to discuss the use of graphs in eResearch
applications and domains. Graphs [1] model heterogeneous, highly-connected data, with connectivity beyond that easily
modelled or analysed in relational or document databases. This approach has applications in analysing social networks,
knowledge graphs, IT networks, fraud detection and in recommendation engines.

We consider the use of graphs in two broad classes of applications:
•

network applications for labelling, clustering and analysing big data sets (such as business networks, survey analysis,
eresearch data analysis [2])

•

knowledge representation of structured data such as seen in RDF, ontologies, and graphs that provide the
interoperable aspects of FAIR [3] data.

SESSION STRUCTURE
This BoF session mixes presentations with round-table discussions.

The programme starts with an overview of the area with an introductory talk to establish base concepts and approaches,
followed by a number of short talks from members of the community on experiences and applications in these
technologies. The second half the allotted time will be a round-table group discussion on challenges and successes.
1.

Introduction to graphs and graph databases (10 mins)

2.

Lightning talks - uses and the potential of graphs for research (5 mins each)

3.

Group discussion + wrap-up and next steps (35 mins)

AUDIENCE
This BoF will be of interest to those who support and implement network-based databases, graph analytics pipelines or
platforms for knowledge representation. This could be the task of supporting researchers in using graph technologies for their
research or in the use of graphs to represent data in eResearch applications.
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OUTCOMES
The overall outcome is to investigate resources for users of graph technologies, provide networking opportunities and
determine interest in forming a national special interest group. Participants will come away with a better understanding of the
role that graph based technologies can have in modern eResearch processes.

Please join us at this event to actively work on how we can enhance collaboration around the application of graphs and graph
databases in research.
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